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Zhengzhou airport in China, 400.000m2 covered with Elval
Colour's orofe®coated aluminium coils
Elval Colour was selected by the architectural team of the new airport in the city of Zhengzhou,
China for the supply of more than 1,100 MT of coated rolled aluminium, used to shape the
400,000 m2 aluminium roof of the new airport.

The specially-made 1mm aluminium alloy AA 5754 was coated with a 2L PVDF coating, which was
tailor made to the architects’ specifications. The innovative material was selected based on the
forming and bending requirements of the building, whose aerodynamic appearance is defined by
modern construction design and innovative materials, thus raising the bar for the aesthetic
appearance of airports across the world.

The orofe® series is a special range of alloys developed by the metallurgical department of Elval,
the parent company of Elval Colour. orofe® alloys have been designed to cover the most
demanding forming and bending requirements for metallic roofs used in industrial, commercial
and residential buildings. orofe® coils and sheets are available in a large range of coatings and
colours that satisfy the strictest warranty requirements and provide an aesthetic solution for the
most demanding tastes.
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Zhengzhou city in China has achieved an impressive rate of development, transforming from a
quiet village to a rapidly developing metropolis. Given China’s strategic focus on airport
construction as a key development pillar, cities like Zhengzhou will require industrial and service
clusters for their support and growth. The development of the new Zhengzhou airport is
expected to transform the local community and immediate surroundings to an airport-based
economy or what is called “aerotropolis,” supporting the city’s objective to become the new
logistics air-hub of China. Local manufacturing plants are expected to benefit from the
connectivity and mobility generated by the new airport, as well as the availability of
sophisticated logistics services.

